Getting to Know the VZ-R Document Camera

Camera
8 megapixel camera. Camera head can be swiveled for customizing orientation.

Multi-jointed Stand
Gives you the freedom to quickly and easily position the camera at different heights, angles, and various orientations for capturing material.

Weighted Base
Provides a stable base for your VZ-R.

Light
Turn the built-in LED light on/off.

Filter
Apply video filter to the live image.

Rotate
Rotate the live image.

Zoom In
Zoom in on the live image.

Zoom Out
Zoom out on the live image.

LED Indicator
Two colors — Green and White. Green indicates that VZ-R is powered on. White indicates that VZ-R is in use and providing an image.

Increase Exposure
Increase the exposure if the subject is too dark.

Decrease Exposure
Decrease the exposure if the subject is too bright.

Focus Button
Focuses the live image or changes the focus mode.
- Focus mode is set to AutoFocus-Continuous (AF-C) by default.
- Press once to focus
- Press for 2s to change the focus mode to AutoFocus-Single (AF-S)
- Press again to change the focus mode back to AF-C

Power Switch
Turn VZ-R on/off.